
WHO’S ON MY TEAM ‘BEHIND THE SCENES’?
I get asked this a lot and although our guides differ depending on the make up of our own soul and experiences, here is a 
general breakdown of who is usually supporting us and who I communicate with during a reading. We all have divine support 
helping us at all times, but the truth is, it really helps to ask. Understanding the make-up of your team is a great way to begin 

to strengthen your connection with them.
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Spirit guides have been embodied and have more or less ‘graduated’ from the human plane. We all have 
at least one master guide + we can have others as well.  We’ve usually lived a life with our spirit guide(s), 
or at least built a relationship with them on ‘the other side’. Their advice although elevated, can be more 
grounded so we can apply it to our daily lives. 

Spirit Guides

Divine support from the angelic realm and ya, you guessed it, wings and all. Usually angels haven’t 
embodied as humans. Each angel will have specific roles +  you can always ask for more angelic support. 
You can ask for a ‘team’ of angels to help you with a new endeavor, love, money, really any subject! Some 
are with us our entire lives, and some can come and go as we shift and change along our path.  

Angels

Contrary to popular belief, our loved ones who have transitioned don’t immediately turn into our personal 
guardian angels, but they definitely watch over us, and work behind the scenes for our benefit and are very 
connected to us.  They pop in and out, and they are very happy to help, especially because they know us 
so well and are fresh off the ‘physical’ boat.

Ancestors

To be blunt, they’re like alien angels. We don’t always come to earth to learn, there are other dimensions 
and places that we incarnate. Our etheric support expands far beyond this plane of existence. Their insight 
is incredibly advanced, loving and carries great depth and they offer concise ways to reach awakening.  
Like all divine support, they can offer healing and energetic assistance if you ask.

Light Beings

Archangels
Archangels are the “overseeing” angels that offer collective + specific assistance. They, like all divine 
beings can split their energy and their ability to assist is infinite, so never be shy to ask for an archangel’s 
help! They are happy to help your personal life or assist with prayers for others + the collective.

Want to learn more about your guides and your own psychic senses?  
Check out Psychic Bootcamp and learn how to become your own psychic!

http://www.breemelanson.com
http://www.breemelanson.com/online-psychic-intuitive-classes/

